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Introduction 

Imposter Syndrome is a form of social anxiety which can be quite debilitating if we don’t 

understand it or know how to deal with it. In a study of 3000 people, 62% of them had 

experienced imposter syndrome in that year. What was really interesting is that the 

percentage increased to 86%, when the researchers focussed on younger professionals 

aged 18-34. Not as many older people suffer imposter syndrome, perhaps people get more 

confident as they get older or maybe they just get fed up worrying about what others think 

of them.  

Imposter syndrome is described as a collection of feelings of inadequacy that persist despite 

evidence to the contrary. The accomplished and prolific American writer John Steinbeck said: 

“I’m not a writer, I’ve been fooling myself and other people” 

Imagine two leaders or professionals enter the same social situation. One experiences feelings of 

shyness which is an acute feeling triggered by the fear of being judged socially. Once the shy person 

becomes aware of these feelings, all sorts of negative self-talk ensues. This hampers their 

performance as they imagine that people will see through their façade so they move to the corner 

of the room and avoid meeting people who may be valuable connections in the future. The shy 

professional concludes that they’d best not embarrass themselves by engaging with more important 

people. They’ve experienced Imposter Syndrome.  

 

 

The confident professional enters the room. This professional also felt nervous when they started 

their career. Fortunately, with coaching and gradual confidence-building steps, the confident pro is 

now familiar with the feelings, re-framing them as social tension. 

Social tension is the competing urge to stand out by doing a good job which is in opposition with the 

urge to remain humble and not upset anybody.  

The confident professional understands the social tension will help them focus on giving a good 

presentation which they’ve been invited to present. They spend time building rapport with members 

of the audience beforehand as they know this tactic will help them feel more confident during the 

talk. Once over, they experience a euphoric high which is addictive. This motivates the confident 

professional to push themselves to the forefront more often than their nervous colleague. This gets 

them noticed because along Homo Sapiens evolutionary journey, we developed the belief that 

eloquent communicators are good leaders. This leads to more opportunities being offered to them.  
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In this article I’m going to explore the effects imposter syndrome has on society, leadership and 

personal success. We’ll look at our ancestral origins to gain a deeper understanding, then describe 

some of the techniques and tools I’ve used to help professionals, leaders, and sports people 

overcome imposter syndrome and other confidence issues so they can develop their personal power 

and success. 

Let’s look at imposter syndrome from an evolutionary perspective… 

I have a theory regarding imposter syndrome which dates back to our Palaeolithic ancestry. 

Before the agrarian revolution, our ancestors lived in small egalitarian communities. They roamed 

their habitats in collaborative groups and contributed to each other’s wellbeing to support the health 

of the community. 

Savannah leadership was distributed as people followed the person who had the technical 

knowledge required to solve the challenge the community was facing. Followers had more power to 

influence what happened in the community by choosing who to follow and when.  

There was an assortment of leadership roles. We had the exploratory Scout, the Warrior, the 

experienced Mentor and the Diplomat, who would communicate with other groups for trading and 

opportunities for mating outside the tribe. You didn’t want to follow the wrong leader, say the 

Diplomat, when going to war with a rival community.  

Following the right leader at the right time was a key survival skill. 

As a result, no one leader gained a monopoly of power. If one person attempted to gain an 

unrepresentative advantage, the community had ways of dealing with them. It is important not to 

upset the group and become socially isolated. 

Even in Chimpanzee hierarchies, the Alpha male who maintains control with the threat of violence, 

has to walk a fine line between control and collaboration with other members of the group to maintain 

their power and status.  

Over millennia, Homo Sapiens evolved skills in communication, collaboration and distributed 

leadership as an evolutionary advantage. When people felt they were being exploited or poorly led 

they utilised STOP’s – Strategies to Overcome Power - to remedy the situation. 

Today’s strategies include: gossiping, holding open meetings to criticise leaders, lampooning - think 

‘Have I Got News For You’. If that doesn’t work then disobedience, desertion and sometimes 

assassination.  

Being socially isolated is bad for our health. Loneliness is a big problem in modern society today as 

it leads to depression, suicide and other challenges such as cardiovascular disease and stroke. 
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Such is the survival drive to remain connected to the tribe that we experience social anxiety in the 

same areas of the brain as we experience physical pain.  

It’s understandable then that we would develop social skills and traits to stop us getting on people’s 

nerves. These were empathy and the trait of humility. Humility is such an important human trait that 

psychologists are considering adding it to the ‘Big Five’ personality traits of: Openness, 

Conscientiousness, Extroversion, Agreeableness and Neuroticism. Research has shown that 

leaders with higher levels of humility are considered better leaders. We’ve evolved to remain humble 

and considerate of others to maintain the wellbeing of the community and eco-system.  

An example of this is evident in Sweden where there is a cultural code, the rule of Jantelagen. In 

Sweden, to brag about overnight success or good fortune makes the lucky individual and everybody 

else feel uncomfortable. 

What changed? 

Over the last few hundred years, technology allowed a few people - mostly men - to collect a surplus 

of resources and hold that as a control mechanism over others. We’ve gone from egalitarian 

societies which helped us gain an evolutionary advantage to a more competitive and plutocratic 

society that we’re not really adapted to. Technology has given us so many advantages but it’s also 

taken us backwards socially in some ways as we become trapped between two drives. One to 

compete for status and the other to remain connected to the group. We want to be exclusive and 

also inclusive which creates inner tension. 

People who are emotionally and socially intelligent will invariably experience various levels of inner 

tension in social situations. Not understanding the dichotomy of wanting to stand out to gain 

professional success and also not appearing foolish in front of the group kick-starts their internal 

STOP’s: 

Self-Doubt- No matter how much evidence there is to the contrary, 

the person will feel a fraud and worry about being found out. 

Trivialise: They will down play and talk dismissively about their own 

achievements and ideas. 

Oversensitive to social cues: They will sense that people are 

looking at them disapprovingly and that others can see through their 

façade of confidence that they don’t really feel.  

Procrastinate: They will hold back on starting projects, meeting 

people, proffering their ideas, because this keeps them safe from 

criticism and rejection.  
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Humility was supposed to be the typical response to maintain our egalitarian societies but power is 

addictive because being top of the hierarchy confers advantageous mating opportunities. Some 

people don’t suffer from social anxiety. For a variety of reasons, they have an atypical response. 

The atypical response is to not to engage feelings of empathy and humility. 

The problem with atypical responders is that they are often charming to begin with because they 

use what’s known as the ‘babble effect’, to talk themselves into power and out of trouble. Judging 

somebody on communication skills is an evolutionary adapted skill for deciding who is a good leader 

but in today’s world, it can be misleading and is often exploited.  

Babblers can hoodwink our evolutionary genes into believing they are deserving of leadership 

positions. If they’re allowed to get onto the world stage, it spells disaster for us as a species because 

with modern technology, they can influence billions of people. Moreover; leaders who are status 

driven won’t acknowledge mistakes so lessons remain unlearnt and are oft repeated. Think wars, 

think banking, think pollution, global warming, the list is endless. It’s a big problem because as 

Bertrand Russell concluded: 

“The fundamental cause of the trouble is that in the modern world, the stupid are cocksure 

and the intelligent are full of doubt” 

If somebody is able to present themselves confidently at social and professional events without 

feeling some inner tension, it is probably because of one of two reasons: 

1) One is that the person has developed strategies to cope with social situations and is confident 

and humble in the right balance making them influential for the right reasons.  

2) The second could be that they are on the personality spectrum of what I refer to as the Four 

Horses of the Apocalypse. That is, they have higher than normal levels of atypical personality 

traits such as psychopathy, sadism, Machiavellianism and narcissism.  

People with atypical personality traits are able to take advantage of people by being charming and 

eloquent. The babble effect gets them into a position where they can then exploit the situation.  

It’s a hypothesis which requires more research but for now we can acknowledge that we need 

emotionally and socially intelligent leaders and professionals to overcome social anxieties such as 

imposter syndrome.  If we don’t, we end up with a situation where:  

“The inmates are running the asylum” 

Leaders are allowed some perks. Nobody would complain if Nelson Mandela or Mother Theresa 

had a wage rise because they had already demonstrated that they had the community ’s interest at 

heart. But the savannah sapient is trapped in techno-power suburbia and some wealthy people have 
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gone from being rich, to mega-rich, to becoming ultra-rich and are hoarding massive amounts of 

wealth which one person can’t spend in ten lifetimes. All that resource hoarded and wasted on 

mansions around the world that nobody lives in, deprives the rest of society of opportunities to enrich 

more lives and save the planet. Leadership in the Fourth Industrial Revolution and beyond I believe 

is: 

Ordinary people achieving extraordinary things in a constantly shifting world. 

Leading themselves and, by example others, into a better world for everyone. 

A world which is environmentally sustainable, socially just and a fulfilling 

place to live and work. 

So, what to do about imposter syndrome? 

1) Know how you think 

Decision making happens in the blink of an eye especially in stressful situations. But you won’t 

change how you feel until you change how you think. It’s useful to break the decision-making 

process into the TREAD stages so that you can make changes more easily: 

Trigger: First there is a trigger to begin the process. It could an external event or an internal one 

such as a previous thought, memory or feeling. Get to understand your triggers. 

Release: The trigger causes the release of bio-chemicals into the body which, if we become aware 

of them, we refer to as feelings but mostly this is a subconscious process. When we experience 

anxiety, we may experience them as ‘butterflies’ in our stomach region.  This is because the adrenal 

glands are situated above our kidneys. Butterflies in themselves are harmless so don’t panic. 

Examine: We then pass those messages through a set of filters so we can understand what the 

experience is. The first filter would be threat or no-threat, good or bad. If you can understand the 

beliefs which are driving you, you can begin to transform them to more empowering beliefs. 

Assign a meaning: Once we’ve examined the bio-chemical messages we then assign a meaning 

to the situation. We’ve become conscious as to what’s happening now but sometimes, we 

misinterpret the situation due to a lack of insight. If a baby falls off a sofa onto green carpet, they 

will experience pain and upon opening its eyes will see green carpet. Every time that baby sees 

green carpet in the future, it could trigger the fear response because it has developed a false-positive 

to green carpet.  

Decide an appropriate response: We then decide what to do next.  

We’ve lived with fear through 2 million years of evolution. Whether it’s running away from predators 

or social situations which we’re not comfortable with, it’s all a fear-based response.  
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It’s believed that conscious thinking can take up to a fifth of our energy reserves. As such most 

thinking becomes habitual to conserve energy. But as we make the same decisions repeatedly; the 

neurological tread becomes a deep rut that’s difficult to get out of.  

When there are high levels of emotions involved in a situation, our survival instincts kick-in 

and the response can become a habit immediately. Imposter Syndrome is really a false 

positive signal because most social situations are not life threatening.   

2) Know fear and make it your friend 

Fear is useful. We easily remember when there are strong emotions, be it fear or pleasure, attached 

to a memory. Emotions lead to motivation which triggers movement either towards or away from a 

person, place or thing. We experience fear thanks to the neurotransmitter Noradrenaline, a molecule 

used for signalling between synapses in the brain, and the hormone Adrenaline, which is excreted 

by the adrenal glands into the blood system. When our flight, fight or freeze reaction is triggered, 

stress hormones and neurotransmitters flood our body and blood rushes away from the brain 

towards our muscles which are required for action not thinking. 

In the modern world, the stress of everyday life can have a deleterious effect on our health because 

we’re constantly injecting stress hormones into the body. These hormones play havoc with the 

smooth muscles of our heart and intestines. Continued stress will give us ulcers and if we continue, 

the heart will suffer as a result. One way the body copes with extremely stressful situations is to 

experience shaking legs. This is because the biggest muscles in the body are the buttocks and the 

top of our legs. They shake to burn up the stress hormones hence why exercise is a contributing 

factor to maintain heart health.  

Calm the body, Control the head and Connect to an effective state… 

I’ve trained and led security teams on night club doors at weekends to pay for a degree course upon 

leaving the military. If ever there was ever a situation which has the potential to trigger Imposter 

Syndrome, it is facing down some of the drunken Neanderthals and gangsters trying to get into 

nightclubs. Security professionals have to maintain a calm and confident demeanour especially 

when facing dangerous people sometimes armed with bottles, knives and guns. It is easy to doubt 

our abilities when bad people are looking for a chink in your psychological armour. 

If a team member felt fearful and their legs began to quiver, they didn’t want the aggressor to think 

they were scared because the first path to dominating a situation is to exploit weaknesses. One 

solution was to pretend to tap their foot to an imaginary beat of music, whilst maintaining an icy cool 

façade. Another tactic was to start moving around in a purposeful way. This enabled them to control 

their levels of stress hormones in a positive way, whilst knowing these feelings make them more 
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effective should the danger escalate. If it should ‘kick-off’, the adrenaline makes them feel stronger 

and more assertive.  

Before entering social situations, go for some exercise beforehand and do some visualisations of 

the event going well.   

Prior Preparation and Practice Prevents Poor Performance 

3) Know yourself 

Sun Tzu, a Chinese military strategist, declared that if you know yourself and know your enemy then 

you need not fear the result of a hundred battles. What he failed to 

mention was that we’re often our own worst enemy due to self-

sabotage. Get to know yourself through a bit of self-reflection and 

feedback from a coach or friends. You’ll find the exercise 

enlightening when you ask people how you come across in social 

situations. Often, we think we appear nervous but we’re actually 

good at hiding it. When we realise that we don’t appear timid, our 

confidence rises.  

If you are a more introverted type of person, then you may not like to 

push yourself forward in meetings for example. Generally introverted 

people like to beaver away in the background and hope that their 

good works and ideas are acknowledged and rewarded by others. 

Unfortunately, the ‘babble effect’ works against the quieter members 

of a group. It appears that those who speak loudest win the attention, status and power.  

When ignorance is mutual, confidence is king. 

Our savannah evolution means that we judge those with the power of communicating confidently in 

a group as being more charismatic. It’s no wonder that good communicators tend to tell stories twice 

as much as ordinary people do. Learn some relevant stories and practice saying them, it’s what 

good speakers do. 

It’s perfectly possible for introverted people to train themselves to become confident at social events. 

Comedians are sometimes introverted off stage and behave differently on stage. 

Being extroverted does not shield you from Imposter Syndrome either. Although you’ll tend to push 

yourself forward despite your fears because of your extroversion preference, the problem is that in 

forcing yourself, you will build an internal pressure in the subconscious mind and you’ll begin to self-

sabotage in subtle ways.   

A sage holding up a mirror to the 
warrior 

Print by Utagawa Kuniyoshi 
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The key is to realise that life is full of ambiguities as are we. We have a need for certainty and 

also adventure, status but also connection. These egoic opposites reside in us and we must 

be aware of what inner tensions we experience, understand them by labelling them and know 

how to work with them effectively.  

4) Know your Mountain of Value 

When coaching professionals, high achievers and 

leaders who are wrestling with imposter syndrome, 

they generally report experiencing a sense of 

having to be something they’re not. I recently 

experienced a brief bout of this myself when a 

former client and friend of mine introduced me to her 

friend as her ‘business coach’.  

I immediately felt that familiar injection of nervousness in the pit of my stomach. I did a quick analysis. 

What I realised is that I wouldn’t consider myself a business coach because I haven’t really been a 

raving success at business. I certainly haven’t started businesses and sold them. Hopefully one day 

I will be successful but until that day, I wouldn’t feel comfortable being introduced as a business 

coach. 

In that moment my outer world didn’t match my inner world. That incongruence made me feel 

uncomfortable and it’s a good thing too. It forces you to uncover your mountain of value and be able 

to express that value in a way which feels congruent. I corrected my friend by pointing out to the 

person that I am a leadership, team and performance coach who often works with entrepreneurs in 

their businesses. 

I might not have years of buying and selling businesses, but what I do understand to a high level is 

human behaviour as it pertains to leadership, teamwork, peak performance, bouncing back from 

adversity and helping others achieve success. I believe that to my core because I have lived, 

experienced, suffered and studied through life enough to relate to the subject matter. I have also 

had success training others and I remain a perpetual student of those subjects.  

I’ll never consider myself an expert, I would begin to feel a fraud if I represented myself as one. I’m 

more of an explorer, constantly pushing the boundaries of what I know. Whether you’re an 

entrepreneur or a team of rocket scientists, you’re human first and as a coach I can help you be a 

better, more confident version of your authentic self. 

When we feel uncomfortable in social settings it’s often because we’re not aligned or even aware of 

our authentic self, so we feel like an imposter. If that’s the case spend some time understanding 
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what your mountain of value is. It’s hard to see what makes up our mountain when we’re sat on it, 

looking at the majesty of everyone else’s mountains around us. Again, a coach, close friends or 

relatives would be a useful sounding board.  

Although we all might have common personality traits such as extroversion or introversion, how you 

do extroversion or introversion will be unique to you. Nobody has lived through your pain, nobody 

else has had to learn the lessons you’ve had to learn in order for you to be able to make it in this 

world.  You are the only one who can do your style of creative thinking, nobody else has mastered 

what you have mastered in the same way you have.  

This is why we’re all uniquely talented and you need to be aware of what your niche is. Then you 

must own it, communicate that value to others in a way which feels authentic and leverage your 

mountain of value to its fullest potential.  

By digging deep and finding your diamonds and gold within your mountain, your mountain will begin 

to feel more like home and a place of strength. This will build your confidence because you’re not in 

competition with anybody else as nobody can be you. Others can and will beat you on qualifications, 

but you win hands down on being you.  

As you can see from the diagram above. Your mountain of value is found at the intersection of 

knowledge, skills and experience. Once you’ve found it, keep climbing up your mountain and sharing 

what’s uniquely you.  

Nobody can tell you how successful you will be, no expert has the insight on your potential. 

That’s something to be decided between you and the universe, so it’s pointless comparing 

yourself with others. 

5) Know you can’t lose your fundamental value 

If I gave you a ten-pound note, you’d be happy, wouldn’t you? 

What would the ten-pound note be worth though, if I screwed the note up threw it on the floor and 

stood on it, picked it back up and gave it to you then?  

In fact, whatever I do to the note short of incinerating it, it maintains its intrinsic value. No matter 

what happens and has happened to you in life, you’re still fundamentally valuable. In fact, when you 

bounce back from adversity, you’re even more valuable because your experiences make you wiser, 

even the perceived bad ones.  

If Richard Branson went bust tomorrow, how long would it take for him to get back in business?  

Not long because fundamentally he still has knowledge, skills, connections and he is uniquely 

talented. Plus, now he’s also learnt some more hard-earned but valuable lessons. 
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You have a fundamental value which can only be added to, especially when things go 

wrong. You don’t learn as much from life when you’re winning.  

 

6) Know your Purpose 

Victor Frankl was an Austrian psychologist who was imprisoned and lost most of his family in the 

Nazi death camps during WWII. Whilst imprisoned, he made the choice to make the experience 

meaningful. As Frankl realised: 

“When we are no longer able to change a situation,  

we are challenged to change ourselves” 

Frankl used his imprisonment as an opportunity to study what made the psychological difference 

between those who were more resilient amidst the horrors of the Holocaust and those that gave into 

the hopelessness of their situation, often passing away shortly afterwards.  

According to Frankl, the people who had a sense of purpose fared better as did those who focussed 

on helping others, or that expressed a goal which concerned helping others after the war. There has 

also been research which involved pushing people onto crowded train journeys. When questioned 

by researchers how irritated they felt during the train journey, those with a sense of purpose were 

less distressed than those who reported not having a sense of purpose.  

When listening to homeless people, the ones with pets such as a dog, have something other than 

themselves to focus on and seem better off as a result, despite the terrible conditions they are living 

in.  

I have felt the same way when I was engaged in close protection duties. I was a painfully shy person 

when younger which was probably due to coming from a challenging family background.  But when 

engaged in the protection of other people, be it VIP’s or ordinary people who were in danger, I was 

a different person. Having that sense of purpose to protect others diminished my self-

consciousness. I didn’t experience social anxiety and was able to walk into any room no matter who 

was in there and command the situation.  

When you have a sense of purpose your perspective shifts to one of service and helps overcome 

the feelings of shyness in social situations.  

When I gave a talk about imposter syndrome recently, one person asked: 

“how do you find a sense of purpose?” 
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My answer to that is to start small. Just begin to think about helping one person or animal. It might 

be a neighbour or elderly person living in your street. Do what you can, with what you’ve got, right 

where you are. From there the idea may grow.  

As Friedrich Nietzsche said: ‘He who has a why to live for can bear almost any how’ 

 

7) Know and apply these tools 

• Reframe: The first thing to realise is that social anxiety feelings are perfectly normal. What 

we have to do is raise our self-awareness and learn to re-frame your feelings from imposter 

syndrome to social tension.  

This isn’t just social situations this works in. Imagine two athletes about to run a race.  

One is inexperienced so this athlete might experience the anticipatory feelings before the 

race as nervousness. Before the race begins the athlete is already doubting themselves as 

they look at the formidable talent they’re up against. The nervous athlete begins to indulge in 

negative self-talk which hampers performance.  

The other more experienced athlete knows the feelings as performance tension. It’s the 

same bio-chemical messages racing around both athletes’ bodies, but the pro-athlete has 

given the feelings a different meaning. The pro-athlete understands those feelings will turbo-

charge their performance if utilised effectively and begins to focus on the job at hand. 

Leaders and professionals will mostly feel some anticipatory feelings before an event, what 

meaning you give them is entirely up to you. You have four options. Put up and shut up. Try 

to change the situation, run away and lastly and the best option to begin with is change your 

response. That begins with re-framing what is happening from feeling you’re an imposter to 

understanding that the feelings are social tension. 
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• Develop a Mission PACT: This is about making a pact with yourself to achieve your goals 

no matter what happens. 

 

o Mission: What wildly audacious goal do you want to achieve in life? 

o Purpose: Why is this important and how will it benefit others? 

o Acceptance: The first noble truth of Buddhism is that life is painful at times. We have 

to accept that we’re going to experience social tension from time to time. So, when we 

experience those feelings, we must accept them as perfectly natural and almost 

welcome them in. If you didn’t feel a little social tension occasionally, then you’re 

probably too big for your boots or worse.  Remember life can be painful but suffering 

is optional. Accept the feelings, don’t hide from them and crack on regardless. 

o Commitment: No matter how many times you have to, keep pushing, progressing and 

persevering to conquer limitations no matter what happens. Life gets easier when we 

get tougher. Make that commitment to yourself.  

o Take the next step: The mountain is climbed one step at a time, just take the next 

step of whatever journey you need to complete. When 24 miles into a night-time route 

march in the hills to join the Special Forces, I would repeat a mantra over and over as 

the biting wind and rain kept trying to push me backwards.  

 

“Keep Moving, they can’t stop time. Keep moving and you will get there” 
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Create a Mental Show Reel: We could all do with a reminder from time to time of our 

accomplishments. Here is a way to organise our memories into something which can inspire 

us into feeling more confident when we need it: 

o  List down about five occasions when you have achieved a goal you’re proud 

of. Sometimes this can be quite a challenge for people because they ‘trivialise’ their 

achievements soon after they’ve attained them. If this is you then get a coach or friend 

who will be able to help you dig out these achievements from your past.  

o With each memory, go back in time and experience those times again. Feel what 

you could feel, hear what your heard and see what you could see. Get associated into 

each of those memories and really feel the sense of pride you felt then. Even if it was 

just learning to ride a bike or passing your driving test. What might seem like nothing 

now, was a big deal then and is part of your journey.  

o Now imagine that you’re dealing with a piece of movie film and cut and splice 

those memories. Memories are malleable, so you can paste these different clips and 

make a new memory which simply hops from one positive experience to the next and 

becomes your mental show reel. 

o Enter the next positive experience you want to achieve. So, if you have a social 

experience coming up, simply add a future vision of you doing well, onto the end of 

the positive mental show reel. Our inner-monkey cannot tell the difference between a 

reality and a thought. If you engage in neuro-visualisation then it’s as if you’re 

experiencing it for real. If we watch a happy movie, even though it’s not real, we 

respond to the feel-good feelings. Watch a confident internal movie and you’re going 

to begin to experience the confidence on the outside too.  

Remember: 

Prior Preparation and Practice Prevents Poor Performance. 
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• Stop – Pause - Back to SAFE Mode: It’s always a good idea to have an immediate action 

plan should you be feeling like you’re going into an emotional hijack. It is easy to walk into a 

situation and inadvertently have one of your social anxiety triggers, triggered. The optimum 

situation is not, to not feel social tension. It is to be able to accept the feelings, deal with 

them effectively and learn from them. If you do find yourself triggered then this is a powerful 

tool to use:-  

o The first step is to ‘STOP’ the negative self talk and doubting you’re probably 

experiencing 

o Pause:  for a second and take a breath 

o State: Beforehand you should decide what the optimum mental and emotional state 

you want to be in that particular social situation. Usually ‘calm and confident’ is a 

good start, as is ‘relaxed and focussed’ or if feeling social anxiety “I am enough!”. 

Pick one you feel is appropriate for you in the context you find yourself. 

o Affirm: Now verbally affirm the state you want to experience e.g. ‘I am enough!’. 

This autosuggestion will activate your ideomotor reflex system. The idea is to talk 

your unconscious mind into feeling calmer and more confident.  

o Focus: Now you must focus on what you want, not descend into marinating in 

misery. Keep that focus front and centre and then:  

o Exhale fully:  When we’re nervous we breathe from the top of our lungs, breathing 

in little gulps. This breathlessness makes us feel more nervous. When we’re relaxed, 

we breathe deeply but when stressed we need to make a conscious effort to exhale 

fully. Once we have done so, it then allows us to breathe fresh air in fully which 

releases feel good and relaxing endorphins.  
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In conclusion… You are enough! 

Performance = Potential – Interference 

W.Timothy Gallwey developed an excellent formula for high performance. Originally in his book, 

‘The Inner Game of Tennis’ the formula works in any area of life. As mentioned earlier, your potential 

in life is something only you and the universe can determine. Your part is to eliminate as much of 

the limitations as is possible. It’s about developing what I call a TRG Mindset: 

Tenacious: You have to keep going in the face of interference, not allow it to get the better of you. 

Resilient: On the days you have a temporary setback, it stays temporary and you pick yourself back 

up, dust yourself off, and carry on. What you don’t do is make it personal, generalise it by spreading 

it to every area of your life or allow it to become a permanent fixture. 

Growth Mindset: There is no point fighting against the same challenge repeatedly. Learn from the 

challenge what you need to learn so that you don’t keep falling down the same hole. You will of 

course find new higher order challenges, but that’s why you have a growth mindset because the 

rewards are more fulfilling too.  

Life only gets easier when you get tougher! 

At Elite Leadership Global we are committed to making effective leadership and teamwork 

common-place. In every corner of the world, at every level and in every sector of society. 

Why? 

Because the planet needs it, people need it, and our future generations need it.  

We help organisations, entrepreneurs and professionals by engaging in coaching, open 

workshops, retreats and developing experiential in-house leadership and team building 

programmes.  

Details of our in-house Elite Team Programme can be found: here 

Why not join us on our next personal development and leadership retreat experience on the  

14th and 15th October 2019 at Rudyard Lake. Get away from it all and join like minded people 

as we work through the Mercenaries to Missionaries Leadership programme. It is an 

experiential and truly life impacting programme designed to transform your results and life.  

For more details about any of our programmes contact us:  here 

https://www.eliteleadership.global
https://martinmurphy.coach/elite-programmes/
mailto:info@eliteleadership.global

